Design
Services

Smart mobility starts with a
well-planned, strategic approach

I NT RODU CT ION
Once you’ve made the decision to execute
an enterprise mobility solution, it can be
tempting to rush ahead to implementation. But
getting the right results requires more than just
a rollout of new mobile devices and technology.
It requires a thoughtful, strategic approach that
maps the right technology to your specific business
goals while helping you identify and prepare for potential
challenges along the way.

R EQU IR EM EN TS AN ALYSIS
Our design experts work in partnership with you to conduct a thorough analysis of your mobility objectives and
requirements to ensure that your solution delivers the capabilities, flexibility and scalability needed to meet your
expectations both today and in the future. Key elements include:
Business planning:
Explore and identify how mobile technology and
applications can support your current business
objectives and future expectations.
Technology assessment:
Work with our technology experts to evaluate
your current network technology and capabilities
to identify and address potential issues relating
to system integration, traffic convergence,
application compatibility, internet connectivity,
network and security.

Solution design:
Map out exactly what’s required to mobilize
your organization from the ground up. Identify
required products, project milestones, resources
and measures of success while increasing
transparency and alignment across business and
technology stakeholders.

MOBIL IT Y ST R ATEGY

Based on the findings of our requirements analysis, we can help you develop a tailored
“blueprint for success” that will help transform the way you do business by enabling you
to optimize mobility across your organization.
Workflow planning and optimization:
Record specific, actionable steps to
enhance communication and improve
workflows across your enterprise to
enhance business outcomes.
Wireless mobility:
Identify and prioritize opportunities to
expand network visibility and control
while optimizing bandwidth and
coverage.
Device management strategy:
Apply proven best practices and
strategies to simplify the task of
managing devices while adhering
to your IT security and governance
requirements.

Project management:
Gain a complete, end-to-end
management plan to guide all
aspects of your solution deployment,
from project definitions to resource
scheduling to monitoring. This helps
eliminate administrative headaches,
improve service levels and reduce
downtime while mitigating risks,
reducing costs and freeing up
internal resources to focus on other
strategic priorities.
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Get more.
Achieve more.
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Learn how Spectralink’s full range of Enterprise Mobility Services can help you
maximize the power of mobility for your organization across your solution lifecycle.
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